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[1.1] Challenges with EPI 2022

[GS Paper 3 - Environmental Concerns and
Climate Change]

Context - The 2022 Environmental Performance Index
(EPI) produced by Yale and Columbia Universities and
released on World Environment Day (June 5) has
triggered much consternation in India, as the country is
ranked last (180th).

Problems with EPI

• Ignoring the past effects: Indicators may
focus on current rates of increase or decrease
in environmental pressures (flows) — as the
EPI does for carbon dioxide emissions and
tree cover gains — but under-state the
accumulated effect (stocks) that relates to
actual harm, thereby ignoring past effects.

• Same standard in different socio-ecological
context: When ranking countries, one is
essentially applying the same standard across
vastly different socio-ecological contexts –
this involves difficult choices. For example,
the EPI leaves out arsenic in water, which is
a major threat in Bangladesh.

• Difficulty in measurement of progress on
climate change: Climate change is a global
environmental problem, and because its
effects depend on the accumulation of
greenhouse gases over time, measuring
progress in a given country is challenging.

• Climate change mitigation has to be measured
against what it is reasonable and fair to expect
from different countries, taking into account
their past emissions as well as national
contexts.

• There has been an inconclusive 30-year
debate on this question; any choice of
benchmark involves major ethical choices.
EPI has given 38 percent weight to climate
change in the index.

• They assume that the world must reach net
zero emissions by 2050, and so the
appropriate benchmark is whether all
countries are reducing emissions and reaching
zero by 2050.

• Against CBDR: This approach is contrary to
widely accepted ethical principles, especially
the global political agreement on common-but-
differentiated-responsibility (CBDR).

• The Yale-Columbia approach ignores the fact
that countries have different responsibilities for
past accumulations and are at different levels
of emissions and energy use.

• The inclusion of indicators on emissions
intensity and emissions per capita partly
addresses this issue, but these two account
for 7 per cent of the weight, versus 89 per
cent for indicators derived from current
emission trends.

Implications of such Approach

• This approach is guaranteed to make richer
countries look good, because they have
accumulated emissions in the past, but these
have started declining in the last decade.
Meanwhile, poorer countries that have
emitted comparatively little in the past, look
bad.

• The EPI’s flawed and biased approach
distracts from a much-needed honest
conversation about the environment in India.

• India’s local environmental performance on
air, water and forests is deeply problematic.
Air quality in India is now the second largest
risk factor for public health in India, behind
only child and maternal nutrition.

• Rivers and lakes are increasingly polluted,
rivers are drying, groundwater tables are
rapidly declining, and gains in tree cover hide
declining natural productivity and diversity of
forests and grasslands.
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Conclusion

While indices like these have a limited attention-grabbing
purpose, they serve this purpose well only when they
are focused, limited to easy-to-measure metrics, and
consciously minimize value judgements. The EPI 2022
resoundingly fails this test.

[1.2 ] New Guidelines for Sentence Remission

[GS Paper 2 - Indian Constitution, President and
it Pardoning Powers]

Context - The Union Home Ministry issued a set of
guidelines to the States and the Union Territories on the
grant of special remission to prisoners to commemorate
the 75th year of Independence.

The decision comes as part of the Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav celebrations. The special remission would be
granted to a certain category of prisoners, and they
would be released in three phases.

What is Remission?

• In remission, the duration of the sentence is
reduced, without changing the nature of the
sentence i.e. the rest of the sentence need
not be undergone.

• The effect of the remission is that the prisoner
is given a certain date on which he shall be
released and in the eyes of the law he would
be a free man.

• However, in case of breach of any of the
conditions of remission, it will be cancelled
and the offender has to serve the entire term
for which he was originally sentenced.

Constitutional provisions regarding Remission

• ‘Prisons’ is a State subject under the State
List of the Seventh Schedule of the
Constitution. Indian laws provide pardoning
power sourcing from statutory and
constitutional authorities.

• By virtue of Article 72 and 161 of the
Constitution of India, the President and
Governor can grant pardon, to suspend, remit
or commute a sentence passed by the courts.

About the New Guidelines

The prisoners who would qualify for premature release
under the scheme are:

1. Women and transgender convicts of ages 50
and above

2. Male convicts of 60 and above who have
completed 50% of their total sentence period
without counting the period of general
remission earned

3. Physically challenged or disabled convicts with
70% disability and more who have completed
50% of their total sentence period

4. Terminally ill convicts
5. Convicted prisoners who have completed two-

thirds (66%) of their total sentence
6. Poor or indigent prisoners who have

completed their sentence but are still in jail
due to non-payment of fine imposed on them
by waiving off the fine

7. Persons who committed an offence at a young
age (18-21) and with no other criminal
involvement or case against them and who
have completed 50% of their sentence period
would also be eligible for the remission.

Pardoning powers in India

• Under the Constitution of India (Article 72),
the President of India can grant a pardon or
reduce the sentence of a convicted person,
particularly in cases involving capital
punishment.

• A similar and parallel power vests in the
governors of each state under Article 161.

• President:
1. Article 72 says that the president shall

have the power to grant pardons,
reprieves, respites or remissions of
punishment or to suspend, remit or
commute the sentence of any person
convicted of any offence.

2. The pardoning powers of the Indian
President are elucidated in Art 72 of the
Indian Constitution. There are five
different types of pardoning which are
mandated by law.

• Pardon means completely absolving the person
of the crime and letting him go free. The
pardoned criminal will be like a normal citizen.

• Commutation means changing the type of
punishment given to the guilty into a less harsh
one, for example, a death penalty commuted
to a life sentence.

• Reprieve means a delay allowed in the
execution of a sentence, usually a death
sentence, for a guilty person to allow him some
time to apply for Presidential Pardon or some
other legal remedy to prove his innocence or
successful rehabilitation.
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• Respite means reducing the quantum or
degree of the punishment to a criminal in view
of some special circumstances, like
pregnancy, mental condition etc.

• Remission: means changing the quantum of the
punishment without changing its nature, for
example reducing twenty-year rigorous
imprisonment to ten years.

Nature of the Pardoning Power

• The question is whether this power to grant
pardon is absolute or this power of pardon
shall be exercised by the President on the
advice of the Council of Ministers.

• The pardoning power of the president is not
absolute. It is governed by the advice of the
Council of Ministers.

• This has not been discussed by the
constitution but is the practical truth. Further,
the constitution does not provide for any
mechanism to question the legality of decisions
of the President or governors exercising mercy
jurisdiction.

• But the SC in the Epuru Sudhakar case has
given a small window for judicial review of
the pardon powers of President and governors
for the purpose of ruling out any arbitrariness.

• The court has earlier held that the court has
retained the power of judicial review even on
a matter which has been vested by the
Constitution solely in the Executive.

[1.3] IPC Sec 295A - Hate Speech and
Blasphemy

[GS Paper 2 - Indian Penal Code, Indian
Constitution]

Context - The debate surrounding the comments by
some political spokespersons has put the spotlight on
the IPC Sec 295A which deals with criticism of or insult
to religion.

India does not have a formal legal framework for dealing
with hate speech. However, a cluster of provisions,
loosely termed hate speech laws, are invoked. There
are primarily some laws to deal with offences against
religions.

About Section 295A

• Section 295A defines the contours of free
speech and its limitations with respect to
offences relating to religion.

• It prescribes punishment for deliberate and
malicious acts, intended to outrage religious
feelings of any class by insulting its religion or
religious beliefs.

• It calls for imprisonment of either description
for a term which may extend to [three years],
or with fine, or with both. It has been invoked
on a wide range of issues from penalising
political satire and seeking bans on or
withdrawal of books to even political critique
on social media.

Penalizations related to Religious Offences

Section 295A is one of the key provisions in the IPC
chapter to penalise religious offences. The same chapter
includes offences to penalise:

1. Damage or defilement of a place of worship
with intent to insult the religion (Section 295)

2. Trespassing in a place of sepulture (burial)
(Section 297)

3. Uttering, words, etc, with deliberate intent to
wound the religious feelings of any person
(Section 298) and

4. Disturbing a religious assembly (Section 296)

Background of the Law

• Colonial origins of the hate speech provisions
are often criticized for the assumption that
Indians were susceptible to religious
excitement.

• Section 295A was brought in 1927. The
antecedents of Section 295A lie in the
communally charged atmosphere of North
India in the 1920s.

• The amendment was a fallout of an acquittal
under Section 153A of the IPC by the Lahore
High Court in 1927 in Rajpaul v Emperor,
popularly known as the Rangila Rasool case.

• The state often invokes Section 295A along
with 153A of the IPC, which penalizes
promoting enmity between different groups on
grounds of religion, race, place of birth,
residence, language, etc.

• It acts prejudicial to maintenance of harmony
and Section 505 of the IPC that punishes
statements conducing to public mischief.

Online Hate Speech

• In cases where such speech is online, Section
66A of the Information Technology Act was
invoked.
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• However, in a landmark verdict in 2015, the
Supreme Court struck down Section 66A as
unconstitutional on the ground that the
provision was “vague” and a “violation of free
speech”. However, the provision continues to
be invoked.

Challenges Associated with the Laws

• The broad, vague terms in the laws are often
invoked in its misuse. Lower conviction rates
for these provisions indicate that the process
— where a police officer can arrest without a
warrant — is often the punishment.

• Critics have pointed out that these laws are
intended for the state to step in and restore
“public order” rather than protect free speech.

Way Forward

Judicial relief does come in the end, but the bitter truth
is that the process is the punishment. It is time our lower
courts stop taking reflexive cognisance of trivial cases
filed on the basis that the religious, caste or cultural
sensitivities of some group have been offended.

These sections need to be read down, their scope
narrowed in a way that moral vigilantes and those who
affect an emotional victimhood can no longer exploit
the law to serve their narrow ends.

[1.4] Issues with the Agnipath Scheme

[GS Paper 3 - Internal Security, Defence]

Context - Massive protests are occurring against the
Agnipath scheme all across the nation.

Under the new scheme, around 45,000 to 50,000
soldiers (will be called ‘Agniveers’) will be recruited
annually (for a short period, and most will leave the service
in just four years. Of the total annual recruits, only 25
per cent will be allowed to continue for another 15 years
under permanent commission.

About the Scheme

• This will be the only form of recruitment of
soldiers into the three defence services from
now.

• The scheme aims at strengthening national
security and for providing an opportunity to
the youth to serve in the armed forces. Recruits
under the scheme will be known as
‘Agniveers’.

• After completing the four-year service, they can
apply for regular employment in the armed
forces. They may be given priority over others
for various jobs in other government
departments.

• The move is expected to decrease the average
age profile of armed forces personnel from the
current 32 to 24-26 years over a period of time.

Issues with the Scheme

• Contractualisation of armed forces: The
foundation of this scheme is a four-year contract.

• Jobs for the majority: States such as Bihar,
Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh,
Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand and
Rajasthan, are where the bulk of the Army
recruitment takes place.

• Perks and benefits: Many of these people
value job stability, which includes retirement
benefits and pensions over competitive salaries.

• Uncertainty after the end of commission:
Most of them will be forced to leave the job
within four years, which doesn’t fit into their
hopes and aspirations.

• Casualization of Training: It reportedly takes
two to three years to train a member of the
army, but as a part of the Agnipath, soldiers
will only be trained for six months.

• Threats to national security: Defence
analysts have allegedly pointed out that the
Russian soldiers who were trained for a limited
amount of time before they went to war have
performed disastrously.

• Conflicts of interest: Apprehensions have
been voiced against how the new recruits will
be adjusted in the existing system under which
most of the Army units are region, caste or class
based.

Reasons behind Aspirant Protests

• Unemployment: Analysts always cite the
crunch of gazetted officers in the Armed forces
and there has been no recruitment for the last
two years.

• Pandemic impact: Many aspirants lost their
chance to join the Armed forces as they are
now overage.’

• Unanticipated reforms: In the guise of a push
for “major defence policy reform”, the scheme
is a fuss.
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Official Explanations

• Once retired, aspirants will be free to pursue
other careers, with several departments and
governments.

• Aspirants will get preference, educational
credits, skill certificates, to help them rehabilitate
in other fields.

• Those wishing to be entrepreneurs will get a
financial package and bank loans and those
wishing to study further will be given a 12 class
equivalent certificate.

• For job-seekers, the government has already
said they will get priority in the Central Armed
Police Forces.

Similar schemes in other countries:

• Voluntary tour of duty: In the USA tours are 6-
9 or even 12 months’ deployment depending
upon the needs of the military and branch of
service.

• Mandatory tour of duty (called conscription):
Countries that follow the practice of
conscription include Israel, Norway, North
Korea, and Sweden.

Way forward

The modalities of how this will happen are still being
worked out. But one thing is very clear, poorly crafted
schemes are on the rise. For making any scheme a
success, pre-legislative consultation and discussion in
the public domain is a must.

[1.5] Extension of the Aspirational Districts
Programme (ADP)

[GS Paper 2 - Govt. Policies and Interventions]

Context - The PM has hoped to extend the Aspirational
District Programme (ADP) to block and city levels.

About the Programme

• Launched in January 2018, the ‘Transformation
of Aspirational Districts’ initiative aims to
remove this heterogeneity through a mass
movement to quickly and effectively transform
these districts.

• The broad contours of the program are
Convergence (of Central & State Schemes),
Collaboration (of Central, State level ‘Prabhari’
Officers & District Collectors), and Competition
among districts driven by a spirit of mass
Movement.

• With States as the main drivers, this program
will focus on the strength of each district, identify
low-hanging fruits for immediate improvement,
measure progress, and rank districts.

• The PM negated the idea of naming any scheme
based on their backwardness. Rather the name
‘Aspirational’ presents a more affirmative
action-based execution of the scheme.

Selection of districts

• A total of 117 Aspirational districts have been
identified by NITI Aayog based upon composite
indicators.

• The objective of the program is to monitor the
real-time progress of aspirational districts based
on 49 indicators (81 data points) from the 5
identified thematic areas.

• Weightage has been accorded to these districts
as below:
1. Health & Nutrition (30%)
2. Education (30%)
3. Agriculture & Water Resources (20%)
4. Financial Inclusion & Skill Development

(10%)
5. Basic Infrastructure (10%)

Strategy of the Programme

• The core Strategy of the program may be
summarized as follows.
1. Making development a mass movement

in these districts
2. Identify low hanging fruits and the strength

of each district, to act as a catalyst for
development.

3. Measure progress and rank districts to
spur a sense of competition.

4. Districts shall aspire to become State’s
best to Nation’s best.

Features

• It has transformed into a Jan Andolan. The ADP
is different in trying to monitor the improvement
of these districts through real-time data tracking.

• The programme seeks to develop convergence
between selected existing central and state
government programmes.

• District performance in the public domain and
experience building of the district bureaucracy
is another notable feature.

• The programme is targeted, not towards any
single group of beneficiaries, but rather towards
the population of the district as a whole.
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Strengths of ADP

• A key strength of the ADP is the collection of
baseline data and follow-ups at regular intervals.
Sustaining this effort would create a robust
compilation of statistics for use by both researchers
and policy-makers.

• In doing this, the government also brings much-
needed attention to human development and a
willingness to meet the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).

• Incremental progress being made in the chosen
districts as reflected in the rankings. The programme
also claims to be “non-partisan and unbiased” and
geared towards all-India growth.

• The selection of districts indeed suggests that the
programme has not favored any bias either regional,
political or any other.

• The programme seeks convergence of central and
state schemes anchored around specific activities.

Challenges

• Using the case of Bihar, they argue that the
programme's selection of districts itself is
problematic. In fact, it actually excludes the most
backward districts because per capita income, the
most basic measure of development, has not been
considered.

• There seems to be some ambiguity around the issue
of whether the programme is concerned only with
improved access or also with the quality of service
provided.

• The indicators used are not defined relationally,
rather they are static human development
indicators that do not see people mired in
dynamic social relations.

• It is also accused that the state is not making
any new or focused public investment (except
for possible use of Flexi-funds) into these
districts, on the other hand, it is moralizing
about their inability to improve (through
rankings).

• The programme is carrying the burden of
proving the government’s “developmental”
work without addressing any of the
fundamental issues around achieving equitable
development. Yet, the NITI Aayog justifies the
overall approach as capitalizing on “low-
hanging fruit.”

Way forward

The program has been able to make a difference in the
lives of citizens of India, in education, health, nutrition,
financial inclusion, skill development and this has made
a difference to some most backward and most
geographically far-flung districts of the nation. UNDP
has recommended revising a few indicators that are
slightly close to reaching their saturation or met by most
districts like ‘electrification of households’ as an indicator
of basic infrastructure.
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[2.1] Western Zonal Council Meeting Held

[GS Paper 2 - Indian Constitution, Centre-State
Relations]

Context - Union Home Minister Amit Shah recently
chaired a meeting of the Western Zonal Council,
comprising the states of Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa and
Union Territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman
and Diu.

Key Highlights

• The Home Minister was apprised about the
details related to boundary issues between
the concerned states, security-related
matters, law and order, and infrastructure
like road, transport, industries, water and
power, said a top government official.

• Officials concerned with all the states
participating in the meeting showed
presentations to the Home Minister, and the
outcome of the meeting will be implemented
for better coordination and work.

• The issue of rates of water supplied to Dadra
and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu by
the Gujarat Water Supply and Sewerage
Board was also resolved in the council
meeting, said the statement.

• As per the vision given by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to expand the banking
network in rural areas, the statement said, it
was decided that the Department of Posts
will introduce additional 20,715 India Post
Payment Bank Live Touch Points which will
provide banking facilities in addition to
regular postal services.

• Noting that the regional councils provide a
forum for discussion in a structured manner
on issues affecting one or more states or
issues between the Center and the states, it
was also decided that the meetings of the
Zonal Council should be used by the states
and UTs to share their best practices.

Zonal Councils

• The idea of the creation of Zonal Councils
was mooted by the first Prime Minister of
India, Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru in 1956
when during the course of the debate on the
report of the States Reorganisation
Commission, he suggested that the States
proposed to be reorganized may be grouped
into four or five zones having an Advisory
Council “to develop the habit of cooperative
working” among these States.

• The Zonal Councils provide an excellent
forum where irritants between the Centre and
States and amongst the States are resolved
through free and frank discussions and
consultations.

• Being advisory bodies, there is full scope for
a free and frank exchange of views in their
meetings. Though there are a large number
of other fora like the National Development
Council, Inter-State Council, Governor’s and
Chief Minister’s Conferences and other
periodical high-level conferences held under
the auspices of the Union Government, the
Zonal Councils are different, both in content
and character.

• They are regional fora of cooperative
endeavor for States linked with each other
economically, politically and culturally. Being
compact high-level bodies, specially meant
for looking after the interests of respective
Zones, they are capable of focusing attention
on specific issues taking into account regional
factors while keeping the national perspective
in view.

[2.2] National Conference on Competition Laws

[GS Paper 2 - Govt Policies and Interventions]

Context - The Competition Commission of India (CCI)
organized a National Conference on Competition Law
in New Delhi as part of the Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(MCA) Iconic Week celebrations under Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav.
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Key Highlights

• During the conference,Union Minister of
State for Corporate Affairs Rao Inderjit
Singh released a film on the journey of CCI,
advocacy booklets in regional languages and
felicitated winners of the essay and quiz
competitions.

• Mr Singh, in his address, said India has to
regain its lost glory and become an economic
powerhouse.

• The Minister said, India on an economic
growth metric is forging ahead of its peers.
He mentioned that, historically, before it was
colonized, India was an advanced economy
with a high share on a global level.

• Mr Singh said, India, as a nation, will be in
the league of the most advanced and
economically developed nations in the next
25 years.

About CCI

• The CCI or Competition Commission of
India,  acts as the competition regulator in
India. The Commission was established in
2003, although it became fully functional only
by 2009.

• It aims at establishing a competitive
environment in the Indian economy through
proactive engagement with all the
stakeholders, the government, and
international jurisdiction.

• The CCI was established by the Vajpayee
government, under the provisions of the
Competition Act 2002. The Competition
(Amendment) Act, 2007 was enacted to
amend the Competition Act, 2002. This led
to the establishment of the CCI and the
Competition Appellate Tribunal.

• The members of the CCI are appointed by
the Central Government. The Competition
Commission of India is currently functional
with a Chairperson and two members.

• The preamble of the Competition Act
focuses on the development of the economy
and the country by avoiding unfair
competition practices and promoting
constructive competition.

[2.3] Vice president pays tribute to Ram Prasad
Bismil

[GS Paper 1 - Important Personalities of Indian
Freedom Struggle]

Context - Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu recently
remembered the great revolutionary and freedom fighter,
Ram Prasad Bismil on his Birth Anniversary on June
11th.

Key Highlights

• As part of  Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, the
Ministry of Culture organized a special
ceremony at Shahjahanpur,Uttar Pradesh to
mark the birth anniversary of renowned
freedom fighter Shaheed Ram Prasad Bismil.

• On this occasion, Union Minister of State
for Culture and Tourism (Independent
Charge) Shri Prahlad Singh Patel
participated in the ceremony and paid floral
tribute to Pandit Ram Prasad Bismil.

• The Minister also paid tributes to Shaheed
Thakur Roshan Singh and Shaheed Ashfaq
Ula Khan.

About Ram Prasad Bismil

• Pt. Ram Prasad Bismil, born on 11th June,
1897 in Shahjahanpur was amongst the most
notable Indian revolutionaries who fought
against British colonialism.

• He wrote powerful patriotic poems in Urdu
and Hindi under the pen name of Bismil from
the age of 19.

• He joined the Arya Samaj founded by
Dayananda Saraswati in 1875. This had a
profound influence on him, he often employed
poetry as his weapon of choice in the fight
against the imperialist forces.

• The ideals of a revolution first took root in
his mind when he read about the death
sentence awarded to Bhai Parmanand, an
Indian nationalist and Arya Samaj missionary.

• He formed the Hindustan Republican
Association with leaders like Bhagat Singh
and Chandrasekhar Azad and participated
in the Mainpuri conspiracy of 1918, and the
Kakori conspiracy of 1925 with Ashfaq
Ullah Khan and Roshan Singh to  protest
against British Rule.
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• He was martyred at Gorakhpur Jail on 19th
December, 1927 just aged 30, for his role in the
Kakori conspiracy.

• While in jail, he wrote ‘Mera Rang De
BasantiChola’ and ‘Sarfaroshi Ki Tamanna’ which
became the anthem for freedom fighters.

[2.4] Govt. issues Advisory against Online Betting
Ads

[GS Paper 2 - Govt. Policies and Interventions]

Context - The Govt. of India recently issued an advisory to
the media asking it to refrain from advertising online betting
platforms.

The Advisory comes after the instances of a number of
advertisements of online betting platforms appearing in print,
electronic and social media.

Key Highlights

• The ministry has advised the online and social
media, including the online advertisement
intermediaries and publishers, to not display such
advertisements in India or target such
advertisements towards the Indian audience.

• “The advertisements of online betting are
misleading, and do not appear to be in strict
conformity with the Consumer Protection Act
2019, Advertising Code under the Cable
Television Networks Regulation Act, 1995, and
advertisement norms under the Norms of
Journalistic Conduct laid down by the Press
Council of India under the Press Council Act,
1978", the I&B Ministry said in a statement.

• Betting and gambling, illegal in most parts of the
country, pose significant financial and socio-
economic risk for the consumers, especially youth
and children, the advisory states. It has further
added that these advertisements on online betting
have the effect of promoting this largely prohibited
activity, the statement further added.

About Online Betting and Gambling

• Online betting is the activity of predicting results
of sports and other events in the country and
placing a wager on the outcome. The illegal betting
market in India is worth 10 lakh crore.

• The growing popularity of gambling platforms like
Dream11 and Paytm First Games raise questions
about whether they are proxies for online gambling
as they can involve financial transactions but are
currently classified as ‘games of skill’.

Online Betting in India

• The Constitution of India defines gambling as
any act ivity or undertaking whose
determination is controlled or influenced by
chance or accident or any activity or
undertaking which is entered into or
undertaken with consciousness of the risk of
winning or losing.

• At present, betting is legal only on horse
racing, and it is taxed. Legalizing other online
sports betting can address the issue of poor
funding for sports at central and state level.

• India is moving towards improved age and
gender parity among online gamblers. The
majority will continue to play on mobile devices
in 2021. Casinos in Goa alone provide more
than 100 crores rupees in tax revenue to the
state, which only shows how states can benefit
from a regulated and legalized gambling
market.

• There is no clear regulatory framework that
can be looked upon to decide legality or
illegality of online poker, online rummy, online
card games, fantasy sports, etc. Foreign
companies that provide their services to Indian
players are allowed to operate legally in the
country. Most of these companies are
regulated by global licenses but there are some
scam sites out there too.

• There are no dedicated Online Gaming and
Online Gambling Laws in India. Gambling and
betting are a State subject.

[2.5] Kuwait to Deport Expats over protest
against Prophet Remarks

[GS Paper 2 - International Affairs and Events]

Context - The Kuwaiti government will deport expats
who participated in an illegal demonstration protesting
the controversial remarks against Prophet Muhammad.

It has decided to arrest and deport an unspecified
number of expats who participated in a protest against
the controversial remarks by two former BJP
functionaries against Prophet Muhammad, as the Gulf
nation's laws do not allow such demonstrations.

Key Highlights

• Instructions have been issued to arrest expats
from the Fahaheel area who organised a
demonstration after Friday prayers in support
of Prophet Muhammad.
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• Kuwait said that the protestors will be
deported to their respective countries as they
violated the laws and regulations of the country
which stipulates that sit-ins or demonstrations
by expats are not to be organized in the Gulf
nation.

• The report did not mention the nationalities of
those expatriates who took part in the
demonstration. The Kuwait government was
one of the few countries who had summoned
the Indian envoy over the remarks of the former
BJP functionaries.

• According to latest statistics, the number of
Indian nationals legally residing in Kuwait has
crossed the 10-lakh mark in 2019.

• The Indian community in Kuwait continues to
grow at 5-6 per cent per annum. It remains
the largest and the most preferred community
in Kuwait.

What was the Issue?

• BJP National Spokesperson Nupur Sharma
is at the centre of this controversy. In May
2022, she remarked over the Prophet, in a
televised debate. Apart from her, Naveen
Jindal, who was media head of Delhi unit of
BJP, had also posted a provocative tweet on
this issue.

• Amid protests by Muslim groups over the
remarks, the party also issued a statement
aimed at assuaging the concerns of minorities
and distancing itself from these members,
asserting that it respects all religions and
strongly denounces the insult of any religious
personality.

• As per critics, comments from both the people
reflect deep religious polarization in India,
being witnessed over the past few years. Hate
speech and attacks against Muslims have
increased sharply since BJP came to power in
2014.

• The Organization of the Islamic Conference
(OIC) and Pakistan also criticized India.
However, New Delhi criticized back stating
that their comments were “unwarranted and
narrow-minded”.

[2.6] Law & Justice Minister’s Trip to Mongolia

[GS Paper 2 - Bilateral Relations and
Agreements involving India]

Context - Law and Justice Minister Kiren Rijiju is in
Mongolia with four Holy Relics of Lord Buddha for an
11-day exposition as part of celebrations of Mongolian
Buddha Purnima.

The Holy Relics will be displayed at the Batsagaan
Temple within the premises of Gandan Monastery.

Key Highlights

• The Holy Buddha Relics, currently housed in
the National Museum, are known as the
‘Kapilvastu Relics’ since they are from a site
in Bihar first discovered in 1898 which is
believed to be the ancient city of Kapilvastu.

• Rijiju explained that Mongolia and India look
upon each other as spiritual and cultural
neighbors and due to this commonality,
Mongolia can also be said to be our ‘Third
Neighbor’ even though we don’t enjoy any
common physical boundaries.

• The relics are being taken for an 11-day
exposition as a special gift for people of
Mongolia who enjoy a very special respect
in their hearts for the sacred relics, the Minister
explained.

India-Mongolia Relations

• India shares a long history of cultural and
historical ties with Mongolia through
Buddhsim.

• India, the first country outside the former
Soviet bloc of nations to open diplomatic
relations with Mongolia in 1955, has upgraded
ties with Mongolia to a strategic partnership.

• In 2015, Mongolia witnessed the first ever
visit by the Prime Minister of India (a part of
India’s Act East policy).

• India has played an important role in getting
Mongolia membership to key international
forums, including the United Nations (UN),
despite strong opposition from China and
Taiwan. India also championed the inclusion
of Mongolia in the Non-Aligned Movement.

• The Ministry of Culture (India) has taken up
the project of reprinting 108 volumes of
Mongolian Kanjur under the National Mission
for Manuscripts (NMM).

[2.7] 5G Rollout in India

[GS Paper 3 - IT Sector in India, Infrastructure]

Context - India is going to get 5G services very soon.
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has finally approved the Department of
Telecommunications (DoT)’s 5G spectrum auction
through which spectrum will be assigned to bidders to
provide 5G services to the public as well as enterprises.
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Key Developments

• The cabinet claimed that the 5G network will
provide speed and capacity that would be about
10 times higher than what is possible through the
current 4G services.

• A total auction of 72097.85 MHz of spectrum with
20 yrs validity by July-end will be put to auction,
which is said to be held by the end of July 2022.

• The spectrum auction is said to benefit from the
Telecom Sector Reforms announced in September
2021.

• The reforms include zero Spectrum Usage Charges
(SUC) on the spectrum acquired in the upcoming
auction, providing significant relief to the service
providers in terms of the operating cost of telecom
networks.

• The cabinet also said that for the very first time “there
is no mandatory requirement to make upfront
payment by the successful bidders.” Payments for
spectrum can be made in 20 equal annual
installments to be paid in advance at the beginning
of each year.

• The availability of sufficient backhaul spectrum is
also necessary to enable the roll-out of 5G services.
To meet the backhaul demand, the Cabinet has
decided to provisionally allot 2 carriers of 250 MHz
each in E-band to the Telecom Service Providers.

• The Cabinet also decided to double the number of
traditional Microwave backhaul carriers in the
existing frequency bands of 13, 15, 18 and 21 GHz
bands.

5G Technology

• 5G is the 5th generation mobile network. It is a
new global wireless standard after 1G, 2G, 3G, and
4G networks.

• It enables a new kind of network that is designed
to connect virtually everyone and everything
together including machines, objects, and devices.

• Internet speeds in the high-band spectrum of 5G
has been tested to be as high as 20 Gbps (gigabits
per second), while, in most cases, the maximum
internet data speed in 4G has been recorded at 1
Gbps.

[2.8] ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meeting in New
Delhi

[GS Paper 2 - Bilateral Groupings and Agreements
involving India]

Context - New Delhi will be holding a two-day meet of
foreign ministers of ASEAN to mark the 30th anniversary of
relations with the group and to discuss ways to boost
cooperation — 2022 has been designated the India-ASEAN
friendship year.

Key Developments

• Although Indian and ASEAN foreign ministers
meet annually, the New Delhi event has been
billed as a special meeting.

• It is being held three weeks after a summit of
the Quad in Tokyo, where U.S. President Joe
Biden launched the Indo-Pacific Economic
Framework (IPEF) to increase engagement in
the Asian region.

• Besides the Quad members — India, Japan and
Australia, seven ASEAN members signed on
to the treaty — Brunei, Singapore, Indonesia,
Thailand, Malaysia, Philippines and Vietnam.

• This is the first time India is hosting such a special
meeting with foreign ministers of the Asean to
mark the 30th anniversary of relations with the
10-member grouping.

• People familiar with the matter said that in
addition to celebrating the work done in the past
three decades, the meeting will be an opportunity
to frame long-term plans for the future.

About ASEAN

• The Association of Southeast Asian Nations is
a regional organization which was established
to promote political and social stability amid
rising tensions among the Asia-Pacific’s post-
colonial states.

• The motto of ASEAN is “One Vision, One
Identity, One Community”. August 8th is
observed as ASEAN Day.

• The Secretariat of ASEAN is Jakarta,
Indonesia. The main objective of ASEAN is to
accelerate economic growth, social progress
and cultural development for a prosperous and
peaceful community of Southeast Asian Nations.

• ASEAN Summit is the supreme policy making
body of ASEAN. As the highest level of
authority in ASEAN, the Summit sets the
direction for ASEAN policies and objectives.
Under the Charter, the Summit meets twice a
year.

• ASEAN commands far greater influence on
Asia-Pacific trade, political, and security issues
than its members could achieve individually. It
constitutes the 3rd largest population in the
world, of which more than half is below thirty
years of age.
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[2.9] Surat became the First City to get Steel Slag
Road

[GS Paper 3 - Indian Economy, Infrastructure]

Context - Union Minister of Steel Ram Chandra Prasad
Singh has inaugurated the first 6-lane highway made by using
Steel Slag at Surat to connect the port with the city.

The road is built as part of a joint-venture project by the
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Central
Road Research Institute (CRRI), Union Ministry of Steel,
government think-tank NITI Ayog, and ArcelorMittal-
Nippon Steel (AM/NS), at Hazira.

Key Developments

• The six-lane public road is a kilometre-long stretch
in Hazira industries, which also houses the AM/NS
plant.

• The construction began around a year ago by
converting mounds of steel waste into steel slag
aggregate.  The sixth and final lane of the road, with
a three-lane to-and-fro carriageway on either side,
was completed in early March.

• The road is now being used by heavy-duty vehicles
of multinationals located in the industrial estate on
the outskirts of Surat. The construction cost of the
processed steel slag road is 30% cheaper than roads
built from natural aggregates.

• The slag is generated from a steel furnace burning
at around 1,500-1,600 degree centigrade in the
form of molten flux material as an impurity. The
molten material is poured into the slag pits for cooling
as per the customized procedure and further
processed to develop stable steel slag aggregates.

• The CRRI will now prepare guidelines and
specifications for the utilization of steel slag in road
construction.

Advantages of Steel Slag Road

• The utilization of processed steel slag in road
construction paves the way for sustainable use of
waste and reduces the reliance on perishable natural
aggregates.

• This process is also expected to reduce GHG
emissions and carbon footprint in road construction
activity and is in line with India’s commitment to the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goal No.
9 for building resilient infrastructure through inclusive
and sustainable industrialization and green
technologies.

• When it comes to steel slag road, there is no
blasting, drilling or crushing as the material is
waste coming out of a steel industry which is
processed and converted to the form of
aggregate material used for construction.

[2.10] PM to chair 1st National Conference of
Chief Secretaries

[GS Paper 2 - Centre-State Relations, Indian
Constitution]

Context - Prime Minister Narendra Modi will chair the
1st National Conference of Chief Secretaries at the
HPCA Stadium in Dharamshala, Himachal Pradesh on
16-17 June in what will be a significant step towards
further strengthening the partnership between the Centre
and state governments.

Key Developments

• The conference will focus on the rapid and
sustained economic growth in partnership with
the states.

• It will lay the ground for collaborative action
for higher growth with sustainability, creation
of jobs, education, ease of living and
Aatmanirbharta in agriculture.

• It will emphasize on evolut ion and
implementation of a common development
agenda and blueprint for cohesive action to
achieve the aspirations of the people.

• Three themes have been identified for detailed
deliberations in the conference:
1. Implementation of the National Education

Policy;
2. Urban governance; and
3. Crop diversification and achieving self-

sufficiency in oilseeds, pulses and other
agri-commodities.

• There would be a session on Aspirational
Districts Programme which would deliberate
upon the achievements made so far, with
successful case studies including on data-
based governance, presented by the young
collectors in specific districts.

• The outcomes of the conference will be
subsequently deliberated in the Governing
Council Meeting of NITI Aayog, where Chief
Ministers and Administrators of all states and
UTs will be present.
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About Chief Secretaries

• Chief Secretaries are members of the Indian
Administrative Service (IAS) who are the
administrative head of state governments. A Chief
Secretary functions as the central point of
interdepartmental coordination at the departmental
level and is classified as being in the Apex Grade.

• The Chief Secretary is ‘chosen’ by the Chief
Minister. As the appointment of Chief Secretary
is an executive action of the Chief Minister, it is
taken in the name of the Governor of the State.

• The Chief Secretary is the chief advisor to the
Chief Minister in all matters of the cabinet.

• The office of Chief Secretary has been excluded
from the operation of the tenure system i.e there
is no fixed tenure for this post.

• The members of these services are recruited by
the Centre, but their services are placed under
various State cadres, and they have the liability to
serve both under the State and under the Centre.
This aspect of the All India Services strengthens
the unitary character of the Indian federation.

[2.11] Hike in Disaster Response Fund

[GS Paper 3 - Disaster Management]

Context - The Union Government has approved additional
Central assistance of Rs 1,043 crores under the National
Disaster Response Fund to Rajasthan and Nagaland which
were affected by drought during 2021-22.

Key Highlights

• The High Level Committee under the
Chairmanship of Home Minister Amit Shah has
approved around one thousand four crore rupees
for Rajasthan and over 39 crore rupees for
Nagaland.

• This additional assistance is over and above the
funds released by the Centre to the States in the
State Disaster Response Funds.

• During 2021-22, the Central Government has
released 17 thousand 747 crore rupees to 28
states in their SDRFs and seven thousand 342
crore rupees to eleven states from the NDRF.

About NDRF

• The National Disaster Response Fund (NDRF)
came to the fore with the enactment of the Disaster
Management Act in 2005. Earlier it was known
as the National Calamity Contingency Fund
(NCCF).

• It is defined in Section 46 of the Disaster
Management Act, 2005 (DM Act) and is
placed in the “Public Account” of Government
of India under “reserve funds not bearing
interest“.

• It is managed by the Central Government for
meeting the expenses for emergency
response, relief and rehabilitation due to any
threatening disaster situation or disaster and
supplements the SDRF in case of a disaster
of severe nature.

• The Fund is financed through the levy of a
cess on certain items, chargeable to excise
and customs duty and approved annually
through the Finance Bill.

• The Department of Agriculture and
Cooperation under the Ministry of Agriculture
and Farmer Welfare monitors relief activities
for calamities associated with drought,
hailstorms, pest attacks and cold wave/frost
whereas the rest of the natural calamities are
monitored by the Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA).

[2.12] Pakistan Rupee falls to all-time low

[GS Paper 3 - Economy]

Context - Pakistan’s currency plunged to the lowest
ever level recently, as the US dollar for the first time in
Islamabad’s history went beyond PKR200 benchmark
in open market.

Key Developments

• When the PML-N-led coalition government
took over on April 11, the dollar was valued
at Rs182.3, and since then, the rupee had lost
Rs11.4 or 6.2% of its value.

• The importers are opening more LCs due to
the uncertain exchange rate while the
exporters are surrendering fewer export
proceeds, causing a shortage of dollars.

• Pakistan expects to get a loan from the
International Monetary Fund, a rollover of
$2.3bn from China and help from Saudi
Arabia. However, the hope to raise dollars
from the international market through the
launching of Sukuk bonds is not getting
support due to the weak external accounts of
the country.
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• The fast depletion of the foreign exchange
reserves was the result of Pakistan’s inflation of
twin deficits, a lack of foreign currency inflows,
and a sharp increase in the foreign debt servicing
obligations.

• Inflation in Pakistan entered the double-digit
mark in July, the biggest surge in nearly six years.

Economic Crisis in Pakistan

• Pakistan’s economy is in very deep trouble.
However, this is not a transient phenomenon.
The recent difficulties are symptomatic of a deep
malaise in the economy of Pakistan. The malaise
is structural in nature. It is also not purely
economic. The political economy in Pakistan
needs a basic restructuring.

• The currency has plunged more than 20 percent
over the last year, as the country faced slowing
economic growth, declining foreign-exchange
reserves, and increasing budget and trade
deficits.

• This is because Pakistan’s exports for the past
5 years have been declining year on year, while
the imports are rising. Pakistan is in a state of
deep trouble with a 300 Billion dollar economy,
and 200+ million people and a growth rate of
less than 4% and an inflation rate of beond 9%.

• No one wants a state of nuclear weapons to go
down the way that Somalia or Venezuela has
gone. One expects a certain amount of minimum
stability with these states. It is for this reason
that no major power, including the United States
of America, will allow Pakistan to go down
under. Thus, for the last 2-3 decades, it has been
kept on a drip. Pakistan also has a very large
informal economic sector. This informal
economic sector is vibrant.

Implications on India

• India should be concerned because Pakistan is
a neighbouring country. India doesn’t have too
voluminous a trade level with Pakistan directly.
Although there is a lot of indirect trade that still
takes place through either Dubai or through
Singapore.

• However, India should be worried for its strategic
safety and stability; it can’t afford to have a
neighbouring country to be economically unstable.

• It is in India’s interest that the economic stability
of Pakistan, which is a big challenge, does not
lead it to a country where the entire edifice
collapses.

[2.13] EC Proposes to Ban Candidates to
Contesting Elections from more than One

Seat

[GS Paper 2 - Indian Constitution, ECI]

Context - The Election Commission is now said to be
pushing for an amendment in the Representation of the
People Act in order to impose a ban on people from
contesting polls from more than one seat.

The ECI has said that if such a bar cannot be imposed
on candidates, then at least a hefty fine should be
imposed on people who vacate one of the seats after
winning in elections and force a bypoll.

Key Highlights

• As per the existing electoral law, a candidate is
allowed to file nominations from two different
constituencies in a general election or a group
of bye-elections or biennial elections.

• Since one individual is allowed to represent only
one constituency in a legislative or parliamentary
body, he/she has to vacate the other seat in case
victories were registered on both seats.

• The Commission believes holding a bypoll in such
cases leads to an unnecessary financial burden
on the public exchequer. Further, it is also an
injustice to the voters of the seat which the
candidate is vacating.

Background

• It is not the first time that the poll panel is pushing
for such a measure. The first push for this reform
was made way back in 2004.

• Way back in 1996, the government had
amended the Representation of the People Act
to bar a person from contesting elections from
more than two seats. Prior to the amendment,
an individual was permitted to contest polls from
as many seats as he wanted.

• In 2004, the ECI proposed an amendment to
certain sections of the Act so that a person
cannot fight elections from more than one
constituency at a time.

• At that time, the Commission had proposed a
fine of Rs 5 lakh for the State Assembly and
Legislative Council election and Rs 10 lakh for
the Lok Sabha election.
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About ECI

• The Election Commission of India is an
autonomous constitutional authority responsible
for administering Union and State election
processes in India.

• The body administers elections to the Lok Sabha,
Rajya Sabha, and State Legislative Assemblies
in India, and the offices of the President and Vice
President in the country.

• Part XV of the Indian constitution deals with
elections, and establishes a commission for these
matters. The Election Commission was
established in accordance with the Constitution
on 25th January 1950.

• Article 324 to 329 of the constitution deals with
powers, function, tenure, eligibility, etc of the
commission and the members.

[2.14] India on track to achieve Land
Degradation Neutrality

[GS Paper 3 - Conservation, Environmental
Pollution and Degradation]

Context - India is establishing a centre of excellence to
develop a scientific approach to combat land
degradation and is on track to restore 26 million hectares
of degraded land by 2030 to achieve land degradation
neutrality.

Key Developments

• India faces a severe problem of land degradation,
or soil becoming unfit for cultivation. About 29%
or about 96.4 million hectares are considered
degraded.

• The State of India’s Environment report
calculates that nearly 30 per cent of India is
degraded or facing desertification. This figure
touches 40 to 70 percent in eight states—
Rajasthan, Delhi, Goa, Maharashtra, Jharkhand,
Nagaland, Tripura and Himachal Pradesh.

• Various estimates put the economic costs of
degradation in the country at 2.54% of its GDP.

About LDN

• Land degradation neutrality (LDN) is a condition
where further land degradation (loss of
productivity caused by environmental or human
factors) is prevented and already degraded land
can be restored.

• LDN has been defined by the Parties to the
Convention as - A state whereby the amount
and quality of land resources, necessary to
support ecosystem functions and services and
enhance food security, remains stable or
increases within specified temporal and spatial
scales and ecosystems.

• As land is fixed in quantity, there is ever-
increasing competition to control land
resources and capitalize on the flows of goods
and services from the land. LDN represents
a paradigm shift in land management policies
and practices.

• It is a unique approach that counterbalances
the expected loss of productive land with the
recovery of degraded areas. This has the
potential to cause social and political
instability, fueling poverty, conflict and
migration.

India’s Initiatives to Achieve LDN

• India became part of the “Bonn Challenge”,
a global effort to bring 150 million hectares
of the world’s deforested and degraded land
into restoration by 2020, and 350 million
hectares by 2030. India’s pledge is one of
the largest in Asia.

• Schemes such as the Pradhan Mantri Fasal
Bima Yojana, Soil Health Card Scheme, Soil
Health Management Scheme and Pradhan
Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana are seen as
prongs to tackle this land degradation.

• India for the first time hosted the 14th session
of the Conference of Parties (COP-14) of
the United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification (UNCCD) in 2021.

[2.15] China blocks India’s bid to designate
‘Makki’ as Terrorist

[GS Paper 2 - International, Regional and
Bilateral Agreements involving India]

Context - China has blocked a joint proposal by India
and the US to designate Pakistan-based top LeT militant
Abdul Rehman Makki as a global terrorist under the
UN sanctions committee, a move Beijing's claimed was
consistent with relevant rules and procedures.
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Key Highlights

• Makki, a US-designated terrorist, is the
brother-in-law of Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT)
chief and 26/11 mastermind Hafiz Saeed. He
has been involved in raising funds, recruiting
and radicalizing youths to resort to violence
and planning attacks in India, particularly in
Jammu and Kashmir.

• Both India and the US have already listed
Makki as a terrorist under their domestic
laws.

• India and the US jointly proposed to list
Makki under the UN Security Council's Al-
Qaeda and ISIL Sanctions Committee which
is also known as the UNSC 1267
Committee.

• But, China, a close ally of Pakistan, placed a
"technical hold" on the proposal to list Makki
and this measure can last for up to six months
at a time.

What is the UNSC 1267 Resolution?

• It was first set up in 1999, and strengthened
after the September 11, 2001 attacks. It is
now known as the Da’esh and Al Qaeda
Sanctions Committee.

• It comprises all permanent and non-
permanent members of the UNSC. The
1267 list of terrorists is a global list, with a
UNSC stamp.

• Any member state can submit a proposal for
listing an individual, group, or entity. The
1267 Committee meets as required with a
notice of four working days. Decisions on
listing and delisting are adopted by
consensus.

• Any member of the Committee may also put
a “technical hold” on the proposal, and ask
for more information from the proposing
member state. During this time, other
members may also place their own holds.

• The matter remains on the “pending” list of
the Committee until such time as the member
state that has placed the hold decides to turn
its decision into an “objection”, or until all
those who have placed holds remove them
within a timeframe laid down by the
Committee.
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1. Consider the following statements about State
Food Safety Index (SFSI) 2021-22:
1. Compliance parameter carries the lowest weightage
among the food security index.
2. Tamil Nadu with an overall score of 82 out of 100
has performed the best and been ranked 1st on SFSI
2021-2
3. It is aimed at encouraging states and Union Territories
to improve their performance and work towards
establishing a proper food safety ecosystem in their
jurisdiction.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a.  1 and 2 only
b.  2 and 3 only
c.  1 and 3 only
d.  All of the above

Answer : b

Explanation - According to the FSSAI, the index is
aimed at encouraging states and UTs to improve their
performance and work towards establishing a proper
food safety ecosystem in their jurisdiction. Compliance
parameters carry the highest weightage, 30%. Tamil
Nadu with an overall score of 82 out of 100 has
performed the best and been ranked 1st on SFSI 2021-
22.

2. Consider the following statements about
Microplastics:
1. The presence of microplastic particles in the air has
the potential to influence the climate by accelerating the
melting of snow and ice.
2. The microplastics can travel thousands of kilometers
through the air.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a.  1 only
b.  2 only
c.  Both 1 and 2
d.  Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : c

Explanation - Atmospheric modelling suggested
microplastics may have travelled thousands of kilometres
through the air. The presence of microplastic particles in
the air has the potential to influence the climate by
accelerating the melting of snow and ice.

3. The term “Green Gold” recently in news, refers
to:
a.  Tea
b.  Tendu leaves
c.  Eucalyptus
d.  Jatropha curcas

Answer : b

Explanation - Tendu (Diospirus melanocaylon) is also
called ‘green gold’ and is a prominent minor forest
produce in India. In 1964, the trade in tendu leaves was
nationalized in then-undivided Madhya Pradesh. The
state forest department collects tendu leaves, allows their
transportation and sells them to traders. In Chhattisgarh,
tendu leaf is collected through the state minor forest
produce federation.

4. Consider the following statements about The
National Air Sport Policy (NASP), 2022:
1. The policy aims to organize a previously unregulated
sector and could potentially generate more annual
revenue.
2. Air Sports Federation of India shall be an autonomous
body under the Ministry of Civil Aviation.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are not correct?
a.  1 only
b.  2 only
c.  Both 1 and 2
d.  Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : d

Explanation - Tourism, the development of support
infrastructure, and eventual manufacturing of sporting
goods used in air sports can lead to “economic multiplier”
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effects. The policy aims to “organize a previously
unregulated sector” and could potentially generate annual
revenue of Rs 8,000 to Rs 10,000 crore in the near
future.

5. Four Holy Relics of Lord Buddha are being
taken to Mongolia for an 11-day exposition to
coincide with Mongolian Budhha Purnima
celebrations. In light of this, consider the following
statements.
1. Holy Relics were placed under the ‘AA’ category of
Antiquities and Art Treasures which should not be
ordinarily taken out of the country for exhibition.
2. The four relics come from among 22 Buddha relics,
currently housed at Delhi’s National Museum, they are
known as the ‘Kapilvastu Relics’
3. They are known as the ‘Kapilvastu Relics’ since they
are from a site in Bihar believed to be the ancient city of
Kapilvastu
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a.  1 and 2 only
b.  2 and 3 only
c.  1 and 3 only
d.  All of the above

Answer : d

Explanation - Four Holy Relics of Lord Buddha are
being taken to Mongolia for an 11-day exposition to
coincide with Mongolian Budhha Purnima celebrations.
In 2015, the Holy Relics were placed under the ‘AA’
category of Antiquities and Art Treasures which should
not be ordinarily taken out of the country for exhibition.
The four relics come from among 22 Buddha relics,
currently housed at Delhi’s National Museum. Together,
they are known as the ‘Kapilvastu Relics’ since they
are from a site in Bihar believed to be the ancient city of
Kapilvastu.

6. Consider the following statements:
1. The Vaalbara fragmented to form other
supercontinents, the last being Pangea, which further
segmented into the seven modern continents.
2. The Macquarie microplate is located South of Sri
Lanka and the Capricorn microplate separates the
Indonesian and the Australian plates.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a.  1 only
b.  2 only
c.  Both 1 and 2
d.  Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : a

Explanation - A tectonic plate, according to the United
States Geological Survey, “is a massive, irregularly
shaped slab of solid rock”, made up of lithosphere or
the earth’s top layer, and they lead to earthquakes and
volcanoes. Vaalbara is the first supercontinent that
fragmented to form other supercontinents over the years,
the last being Pangea, which existed some 335-65 million
years ago, and its way to the seven modern continents
today. The Macquarie microplate is located south of
Tasmania and the Capricorn microplate that separates
the Indian and Australian plates.

7. Which of the following statements are measures
to infuse liquidity into the economy:
1. RBI sells bonds in the market.
2. RBI is involved in dollar swap auctions.
3. Creation of employment opportunities.
4. RBI reduces interest rates of repo, reverse repo,
CRR, and SLR).
Choose the correct option.
a.  1, 2 and 4 only
b.  1 and 3 only
c.  2, 3 and 4 only
d.  1, 2, 3 and 4

Answer : c

Explanation - The first method is called Open Market
Operations (OMO). When the RBI wants to infuse
liquidity, it will buy bonds to that extent and when it
pays for these bonds, the liquidity gets infused into the
system. RBI buys bonds to infuse liquidity and sells
bonds to suck out liquidity. The second method is
through dollar swap auctions. As a key monetary system
player, RBI reduces key policy interest rates and
requirements (Repo, reverse repo, marginal standing
facility, CRR, SLR, etc), whose primary goal is to
enhance the liquidity level in the system.

8. Consider the following statements regarding
Press-note (PN 3):
1. It requires that all FDI from an entity based in a
country that shares a land border with India can invest
only under the government approval route.
2. It does not apply when the beneficial owner of such
FDI is situated in a country that shares a land border
with India.
3. Food products retail trading and banking public sector
can be accessed only through a 100% government route.
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Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a.  1 and 3 only
b.  1 only
c.  2 and 3 only
d.  3 only

Answer : b

Explanation - In India it was introduced in 2020, which
required all foreign direct investment (FDI) proposals
from an entity based in a country that shares a land
border with India, or where the beneficial owner of such
FDI is situated in a country that shares a land border
with India, both referred to as “restricted entities”, were
brought under the government approval route.

9. Consider the following statements:
1. The Agnipath scheme is only for personnel below
officer ranks, that is, those who do not join the forces
as commissioned officers.
2. The individuals who had served under the scheme
will get a tax-free amount at the end of the four-year
period.
3. After the scheduled four years, only 25 percent of
the batch will be recruited back into their respective
services, for a period of 15 years.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a.  1 and 2 only
b.  2 and 3 only
c.  1 and 3 only
d.  1, 2 and 3

Answer : d

Explanation - Under the new scheme, around 45,000
to 50,000 soldiers will be recruited annually, and most
will leave the service in just four years. Of the total annual
recruits, only 25 percent will be allowed to continue for
another 15 years under permanent commission. The
new system is only for personnel below officer ranks
(those who do not join the forces as commissioned
officers). Under the Agnipath scheme, aspirants between
the ages of 17.5 years and 21 years will be eligible to
apply. The recruitment standards will remain the same,
and recruitment will be done twice a year through rallies.

10.  Consider the following statements:
1. A bear market is characterized when the market
experiences prolonged price declines.
2. It typically describes a condition in which securities
prices fall 50% due to widespread pessimism and
negative investor sentiment.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
a.  1 only
b.  2 only
c.  Both 1 and 2
d.  Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : a

Explanation - Bear markets occur when prices in a
market declined by more than 20%, often accompanied
by negative investor sentiment and declining economic
prospects Bear markets can be cyclical or longer-term.
The former lasts for several weeks or a couple of months
and the latter can last for several years or even decades.
Short selling, put options, and inverse ETFs are some
of the ways in which investors can make money during
a bear market as prices fall.




